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WHAT PROMPTS MODS TO THE DOI TOOL?
• Changes in DataCite’s evolving metadata schema (new elements; changes to
cardinality of existing elements)

• Changes in USGS policies or best practices for data release/management
• Enterprise efforts to better connect USGS systems that provide capabilities for
•
•
•

Data release
Reporting and metrics
Data and information discovery

• We attempt to minimize and automate changes whenever possible

USABILITY UPDATES
• Anecdotal evidence that Author entry was confusing and cumbersome
• Validated this during ad hoc usability testing at June CDI Data Blast
• Issues included
•
•
•

Inefficiencies in Active Directory lookup for USGS authors
Confusion regarding USGS authors lacking ORCid
Emerging need to pass author affiliations to DataCite in the metadata

CHANGE: USGS AUTHOR ENTRY SPLIT OFF FROM
NON-USGS AUTHOR ENTRY

CHANGE: PERSISTENT USGS AUTHOR LOOKUP
SESSION FOR ENTRY OF ALL AUTHORS

CHANGE: ANY USGS ENTRY IN ACTIVE DIRECTORY
CAN BE ADDED AS AN AUTHOR
To update an Active Directory
entry, contact your office’s AD
User Account Manager (UAM).
This is often the person who helps
to onboard new employees.
UAMs have edit access to basic
profile information, including the
ORCid field.

CHANGE: ONLY NON-USGS AUTHORS ARE
ENTERED MANUALLY
Why do we want you to use
the AD Lookup Tool to enter
all USGS Authors?
• Normalization of author
names across all DOIs
• Automatic insertion of
Author Type, Affiliation,
and Affiliation ID
• Grabs ORCid, if
available
• Minimizes odds of typos

CHANGE: REQUIRING IPDS # FOR DATA RELEASE
Why are we requiring this?
The IPDS # is a primary key
that can link together a DOI
and an IPDS record for
planned future enterprise
system integration.

Note that there is an opt-out mechanism if the release was not required
to go through IPDS, or preceded 1 October 2016.

It’s also an easy way to go
back and find an IPDS #
once the release has been
disseminated in IPDS.

TRACKING RELEASE VERSIONING

CHANGE: REQUIRING IDENTIFIERS FOR RELATED PRIMARY
PUBLICATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE DATA RELEASE
If the data release is prompted by the concurrent or imminent publication of a scholarly paper that uses
the data, the paper’s CrossRef DOI (or its IPDS #, if the CrossRef DOI is not yet known) must be
provided.

NOTE: Some USGS data releases,
particularly real-time and sensor data,
are not associated with a
corresponding scholarly paper. A
checkbox opt-out is available for these
types of data release.

WHY IS THIS A REQUIREMENT?
• Linking USGS content in our enterprise systems
•

Sharing linked information between the USGS Publications Warehouse and the USGS
Science Data Catalog (data and related publication are mutually discoverable from
either system).

• Linking USGS content in external systems
•

Google and other systems harvest the DataCite index. Completing this field links the pub
to the DataCite DOI in the DataCite index. The primary publication will therefore be
discoverable from the DataCite DOI via these external systems.
Linking these research objects for users increases the potential for their reuse and citation!

CHANGE: ADDITION OF ALTERNATE IDENTIFIER
• Maps a different Persistent
Identifier (PID) for the data
to the DataCite DOI for the
data release
• Useful for linking versions or
representations of the same
data in different systems
• No validation on data entry,
as different PID systems use
varied content formats

USE CASES ALTERNATE IDENTIFIERS: TWO
COMMON USGS USE CASES

A drill core was collected, cataloged, and
assigned an IGSN. Samples of the core were
removed and underwent geochemical analyses
that formed the basis of the data release. The
IGSN for the core is mapped as an Alternate
Identifier for the data release DOI, allowing for
identification of the specific core, and additional
means for capturing downstream citations of that
core by others in future analyses (linking these
data to future data on the same core).

Genomic data from a USGS project are released in
GenBank, the traditional repository for these data.
A USGS DOI is minted for the data release; the
DOI might point to a project landing page, or
directly to the GenBank landing page. The DOI’s
Alternate ID maps the release directly to the
GenBank Accession Number for the data, which
facilitates both cross-searchability and additional
mechanisms for capture of citations of the data.

CHANGE: ALLOWANCE FOR MULTIPLE DATES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE DATA RELEASE
• Prior to this change, only one date/date range could be specified for the
data

• Most of our DOIs have used the date/date range to describe the date(s) the
data were collected

• Important note: don’t confuse this date with ‘Publication Date,’ which is the
YYYY that the data release occurred. (Publication Date is on the Required Info
tab)

WHY IS THIS CHANGE IMPORTANT?

• Allowance for multiple types of dates supports documentation and communication of
data versioning, in addition to the date(s) of the original data collection

• Provides a history of the data release
• Communicates status of the data to systems indexing our DOIs
• Should be used in conjunction with both metadata and landing pages that document
the status and extent of versioning

EXAMPLE: LEVEL 1-2 VERSIONING (CORRECTING
MINOR ERRORS)

• Update the Dates on Supplemental Info tab
• Update the landing page to communicate
temporary status
• Update the IPDS # for the data release, if a
new IPDS # was assigned for the new
version
• Update the dataset metadata
• Update landing page with versioning history

EXAMPLE: LEVEL 3 VERSIONING (DATA-APPENDING
REVISIONS)

•
•
•
•

Update the Dates on Supplemental Info tab
Update the IPDS # to add the new # for the data release version
Update the dataset metadata
Update landing page with versioning history

EXAMPLE: LEVEL 4 VERSIONING (NEW DATA
RELEASE THAT ADDRESSES MAJOR ERRORS)

•

In a Level 4 versioning, a dataset is permanently withdrawn, and replaced by a new dataset with a new DOI and a new
IPDS #

•

The original, published DOI should receive a Date and Status of ‘Withdrawn’

•

The Related Identifier option on the Supplemental Information tab should be used to point the withdrawn DOI to the DOI
of the new version.

•

The DOI for the new version should similarly point to the withdrawn DOI.

•

Use the isObsoletedBy/Obsoletes Relation Types for the Related Identifier pair.

•

On the landing page of the original release, note that the data were withdrawn and point users to the DOI of the revised
dataset.

•

On the landing page of the new data release, include a Versioning History that references the Withdrawn DOI.

•

Ensure that the metadata for the new version appropriately documents the versioning history.

LEVEL 4 VERSIONING

CHANGE: CITATION METRICS
• We are now mining downstream full-text sources for citations of USGS 10.5066
DOIS

•
•
•

EVENTDATA
XDD
USGS PUBS WAREHOUSE

• When found, these DOIs will be added to your 10.5066 DOI as Related Identifiers
• These will be shared with DataCite and the forthcoming Science Data Catalog 3.0
• PLEASE DO NOT DELETE THESE MINED LINKAGES FROM YOUR DOI RECORDS!!

CHANGE: VIEWING CITATION METRICS
• From MyDOIs, you can see all DOIs you manage that contain one or more
Related DOIs

• These may be related DOIs that you linked to specifically (via Related
Identifiers or Primary Publication DOI), or they may be mined downstream
citations of your DOI from published articles

• If the related DOI is a 10.5066 USGS DOI, you can launch it within the DOI
Tool from the Dashboard link; if an external DOI, you can follow the link

OTHER THINGS GOING ON IN THE DATACITE
UNIVERSE
• A major schema update (5.0) will be delivered in late 2020; impacts to be determined
• An RDA working group is working with DataCite to propose assignment of DOIs to research
instruments
• A draft schema that leverages the DataCite schema to support DOI assignment is available at
https://github.com/rdawg-pidinst/schema; they are soliciting comments
• DataCite is actively supporting the implementation of the Research Organization Registry (ROR),
which essentially assigns a persistent ID for organizations that conduct scientific research, and
maintains the international registry.
• Similar to an ORCid for individual researchers, the RORid helps to disambiguate research
institutions, and clearly associates a given organization to the research outputs they generate
• USGS RORid is https://ror.org/035a68863
• We are passing the RORid for USGS via the Publisher field and the Author Affiliation field for
USGS authors
• We will be generating a second trawl for citations of 10.5066 DOIs in the published literature
sometime this quarter, and updating DOIs with any new Related Identifier linkages

ON OUR WHITEBOARD
• Login delays and timeouts
• Definitions for Related Identifier Types
• Extending the mined Related Identifiers visibility within Search DOIs (currently
limited to MyDOIs)

• Improved Search capabilities from Dashboard
• Addressing inability of Tool to display MyDOIs after 200 records

GETTING HELP

QUESTIONS?

